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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In recent years, education plays an important role in the management of 
the art museum. Many art museums develop and carry out a series of education 
activities to draw greater audiences.  This has also facilitated greater 
relationships and collaborations between art museums and schools.  School 
leaders realize that art museum education provides a great promotion as well as 
complement to the classroom education.  Meanwhile, art museums are aware of 
the great benefits from school organizations.  
Under the influence of entrance and standardized exams, art courses 
become less important everywhere, including in China. Therefore, how to carry 
out art education in art museums is one of the topics for study, which gets great 
attention from both museums and schools. This paper conducts case studies on 
museum-school collaboration carried out by three museums in Shanghai, China. 
It takes elementary and middle school students and teachers as the main object 
of study. At the end of the paper, it describes the existing problems and 
provides suggestions for improvements.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Museum education has been an integral part of museums for many years. 
In China, museum education has just developed for less than 30 years, contrary to 
the United States in which it has had a much longer history and has been 
recognized as a necessary part of the museum’s mission (Black, 2005; Sheppard, 
1993). Two reports, Museum for a New Century (1984) and Excellence and Equity 
(1992), published by the American Association of Museums (AAM), have 
emphasized education as the core of the museum’s focus (Johnson, 2009; Hein, 
1998). Along with that recognition, the importance of museum and school 
partnerships has been highlighted as a good way to encourage effective learning 
(IMS(IMLS), 1996). In order to provide an experiential educational experience to 
assist theoretical teaching in the classroom, museums have collaborated with a 
wide range of organizations, especially K-12 schools. Although teaching arts in 
schools faces many obstacles, collaboration is one potential solution to ensure that 
arts education is not neglected. While there is much research on arts education, we 
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still need additional research on how to establish successful, ongoing collaborative 
programs between museums and schools (Berry, 1998). 
In the recent decade, the education of K-12 schools in China has developed 
a great deal. In the wave of education reform since 1985, teaching and learning, 
the two important factors for a successful education, have changed greatly. 
Education now focuses more on the students’ basic learning holistically and as a 
process that is life long, so as to correct some of the shortcomings of traditional 
education and to promote the connection between school education and social 
education (Kang, 2005). At the same time, teachers are now expected to have more 
professional ability and design some experiential learning activities to broaden 
students’ learning scope and deepen their learning capability. Therefore, it 
becomes very important to ask the schools’ teachers to use the community and its 
resources to assist their teaching. Some of the best hands on resources in the arts 
exist in museums, and thus as the schools reform the relationship between 
museums and them, it will become closer and more important in Shanghai. 
In the past 20 years, many museums have been established in Shanghai, 
China, and education is a core and important mission of the museums. Compared 
with formal school education, museum education provides its diverse visitors with 
free, vivid, daily and flexible learning opportunities. Museums have been putting 
increasing importance on museum-school collaborations in Shanghai because 
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these partnerships are considered to enhance educational experiences, especially in 
the arts in public schools.  
The purpose of this qualitative study is to discover ways that collaboration 
between art museums and schools in Shanghai can be enhanced to give students a 
better experience. To raise the level of arts education in Shanghai, this study 
identifies current obstacles to successful collaboration and introduces 
recommendations to both museums and schools. Three case studies have been 
undertaken to discover strategies for collaboration between the three major 
museums in Shanghai and several elementary schools there. The research is 
designed for museum educators and art teachers, in part to offer suggestions for a 
good model of museum-school partnerships for art education programs. 
This study is significant because it is mutually beneficial to museum 
educators and art teachers as well as to public school students. It will provide 
beneficial information on the specific museum-school relationships in 
collaborative programs for enhancing and enriching art education in Shanghai. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Introduction 
 
Museums have expanded in variety and exploded in popularity over the 
last few decades (Falk & Dierking, 1992). Since that time, the focus of museums 
has moved from historical collection, preservation, and research to public 
education. As a result, museums are increasingly emphasizing education more than 
any time before (Falk &Dierking, 1992; AAM, 1992). 
  In the U.S., public schools and art museums have established a long-
standing relationship. Museum education has made an effort for school learning, 
and education has been used by art museums in finding private and public support 
(Zeller, 1989). In 1984 the American Association of Museums (AAM) published 
Museums for a New Century, a report by some museum leaders that provides a 
strong incentive for museums to emphasize, enhance and define their role in 
education. 
Since students are able to think, explore, and engage with real objects in art 
museums, the educational role of museums in lifelong learning has become more 
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important. The increasing appeals of “learning” in the museum field, how students 
experience museums, museums as offering a type of lifelong education and 
museum-school collaborations will be discussed.  
 
“Learning” in the Museum Field 
There has been increasing attention on the role museums play in education 
in recent years, including such notable works by Falk and Dierking (1992, 2000) 
and Hein (1998). In 1992, the American Association of Museums (AAM) 
published a report on the role of museums in education, titled Excellence and 
Equity. In the report, the AAM made education a priority in museums’ missions 
(Johnson, 2009; Sheppard, 1993). 
One core section of Excellence and Equity mentions that the museum’s key 
educational role is its service to the public. This value must be clearly stated in 
every museum’s mission and be integrated to every museum’s activities (AAM, 
1992). This report explains the educational mission of a museum as a “museum 
wide endeavor”.1 Meanwhile, it highlights the educational commitment to all parts 
of the museum’s public services (Sheppard, 1993). 
Falk (1992) and Dierking (2000) observe that museum targets are 
                                                        
1 Sheppard, B, ed., Building museum & school partnerships (Washington DC: 
American Association of Museums, 1993), 1. 
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individuals who value lifelong learning, and are continually looking for new 
information. The main reason most people attend a museum is to learn something 
new or more about their world. People believe that this method for seeking more 
information is a primary reason why museum is highly related to visitors’ level of 
education (Dierking & Falk, 2000). 
The Chinese educational context 
Compared to many Western K-12 education systems, school field trip 
visits to museums and cultural institutions are not a tradition of Chinese K-12 
school-based education. Chinese teachers seldom lead their students to visit 
cultural institutions as part of school-organized field trip experiences in support of 
learning. Similarly, cultural institutions in China, like art museums, are not 
experienced in handling or supporting K-12 school-based education. Moreover, 
unlike many Western educational contexts, schools and museums haven’t 
established a stable relationship to promote all kinds of education at museums. 
Thus museum administrators and educators are less inclined to study and reach out 
to K-12 students.  There is an interface gap that exists between art museums and 
the formal (school-based) education system in China (Li, 2007).  Art museums as 
institutional sites for learning in China have not had a long history. The current 
museum system that has been formed in the early 21st century in China was 
established to the complete exclusion of K-12 education, and hence, it is 
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understandable that a large gulf exists. 
However, in recent years, China’s Ministry of Education and centralized 
museum communities (most museums are controlled centrally by the government) 
have demonstrated an openness and willingness to provide support for Chinese 
teachers who need to review their current teaching approaches in order to address 
the objectives of China’s recent National Curriculum Reform (Qian, 2003). These 
reforms require teachers to help students develop a cultural appreciation and 
positive emotional affect around the topics taught in the curriculum. As such, the 
use of cultural institutions, like art museums, as an integrated part of the school 
curriculum provides attractive alternatives and possibilities to help teachers fulfill 
the mandates of these reforms. 
How Students Experience Museums 
According to research showing the relation of memory and comprehension 
to individuals’ involvement in the learning process (Talboy, 1996), people tend to 
understand and remember 30 percent of what they see when they are looking at 
pictures, watching a film, viewing an exhibition, or watching a demonstration. 
While 10 percent of what they read when they are reading, 20 percent of what they 
hear when they are listening. Further, people tend to understand and remember 90 
percent of what they say and do when they give an exciting presentation and 
engage directly in an experience. Seventy-percent of what they say when 
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participating in a discussion or giving a talk will be remembered and understood 
(Talboy, 1996). This finding explains why educators and students need museum 
experiences for effective learning and why museums must offer programs that 
engage attendees in all types of learning. 
Johnsson’s (2003) research found that the teachers believe that the museum 
environment plays an important role of student’s effective learning. They 
“perceived the museum environment to be visual, engaging, ‘more alive,’ 
contextualized, fun, multi-sensory, imaginative, arousing emotion, that it gave a 
connection to real life”.  From the teachers’ point of view, their students could 
learn new skills through physical and mental interaction at museums. Some other 
teachers observed that “learning in a museum is an ‘add-on’ experience; others 
that it is ‘inclusive’ and that it is encouraged by visual and audio resources that did 
not exist in the classroom” (Johnsson, 2003, p. 6). Integrating museum resources 
in the curriculum is very significant for the teachers and educators who are 
diversifying their teaching methods. 
Relationships and Comparisons between Lifelong Education, Museum 
Education, and School Education 
Lifelong education is a wide educational concept and an ideal. It satisfies 
learning demands of people at all stages of their lives. Thus, there is no special 
target, no fixed classroom, with a great diversity of learning channels to provide 
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educational content for learners at all ages to practice lifelong education.  Lifelong 
learning, which can happen anywhere, offers autonomy and flexibility, and 
integrates all forms and phases of education, and draws upon community 
educational resources (Johnsson, 2003). Any lifelong educational network must be 
lively and integrative, in order to satisfy each person’s learning interests or needs 
and help them to adapt to rapid change in today’s society (Black, 2005; Chen, 
2007, p.103). 
On the contrary, museum education and school education are distinguished 
by apparent buildings or places planned for different uses. The scope of museum 
education or school education is much narrower than the more global reach of 
lifelong education. Compared to school education, museum education offers no 
curriculum or guidelines, and services people of all ages. Moreover, museum 
education activities can be more flexible than a school curriculum. Museums 
present multiple styles of education, beyond what one finds in schools (Chen, 
2007).  
Thus, lifelong education includes museum education and school education. 
The museum-school collaboration complements each institution’s mission to build 
a strong lifelong education experience (Chen, 2007, p.103). A relationship diagram 
of lifelong education, museum education, and school education shows in Figure 1. 
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Museum	  Education	   School	  Education	  
 
 
 
 
Lifelong Education 
                                  (Chen, 2007, p. 103) 
Figure 1- The relationship of lifelong education, museum education, and school education 
 
The following Figure 2 presents both the shared and the unique 
characteristics among lifelong education, museum education, and school 
education. The analysis and comparison reflects the research of Chen (2007). 
	  
	   Lifelong	  education	   Museum	  Education	   School	  Education	  
Type	   Formal	  education	  
Non-­‐formal	  education	  
In-­‐formal	  education	  
Non-­‐formal	  education	  
In-­‐formal	  education	  
Formal	  education	  
Curriculum	   Inexact	   Inexact	   Exact	  
Place	   Any	  place	   Venue	   Campus	  
Target	  group	   All	  people	   All	  people	   Students	  
Channel	   Much	  more	   More	   Little	  
Content	   Multiple	   Benefit	  emotional	  
development;	  tends	  
to	  be	  concrete,	  
integrated	  learning	  
Benefits	  
development	  of	  
knowledge;	  tends	  
to	  be	  abstract,	  
compartmental	  
learning	  
Educator	   No	  limit	   Docent	  education	  
activity	  planner	  
Teachers	  
Project	   No	  limit	   Exhibition	  and	   Courses	  and	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education	  activities	   course	  materials	  
Times	   Lifelong	   Lifelong	   Stage	  by	  stage	  
Experience	   Active	  learning	   Learning	  with	  real	  
object.	  Learning	  in	  
environment	  
Learning	  from	  
teachers	  
Participation	   Free	   Free	   Compulsory	  
Evaluation	   Free	   Free	   Compulsory	  
	  
( Chen, 2007, p. 104) 
Figure 2- The comparative characters among lifelong education, museum education and school 
education. 
 
In summary, museum education and school education are both part of 
lifelong education.  Museum education contains non-formal and informal 
education patterns. People are free to participate in museum exhibitions and 
education activities with no forced evaluation. Unlike museum education, school 
education presents a formal pattern of education. The learning participation and 
evaluation are compulsory. Teachers must follow to well-defined teaching 
guidelines, and students are expected to adhere to school learning norms (Chen, 
2007, p.104). 
Museum education and school education share the same target group, and 
collaboration complements each other’s focus on education. Museum educators 
need contact with school teachers to help integrate students’ learning and to 
promote the quality of their collaboration (Berry, 1998; Chen, 2007, p. 104-105).  
The largest benefit of museums is that they offer opportunities for students 
to interact with real objects (Stone, 1993). The vision of lively, integrative, 
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community-based, and lifelong education is the common goal of both museums 
and schools. Thus, museum-school collaboration is well poised to prosper with 
wise guidance and creative thinking (Chen, 2007, p.105). 
The Collaboration Between Museum and Schools 
What is the advantage of museum-school collaboration? AAM indicates 
that museum collaboration with other organizations will aid it in achieving its 
goals.  Thus, museum-school collaboration is necessary (Liu, 1999).  In addition, 
much of the literature indicates that museums and schools are natural educational 
partners (Berry, 1998; Hicks, 1986; IMS, 1996; Sheppard, 1993). They “offer 
complementary learning experiences, combining two languages of learning—the 
words of the classroom and the objects of the museum” (Sheppard, 1993, p.2). 
These two kinds of institutions offer different kind of experiences and “work 
together to give students an enriching immersion in ideas, discovery, challenge, 
and enjoyment. This museum-school collaboration is a partnership well worth 
developing and sustaining” (Sheppard, 1993, p.2). 
Wilson (1997) states that the most successful museum and school 
partnership projects are not solely cooperative, but primarily collaborative in 
nature, leading to shared ownership in the educational programs that result. Hord 
(1986) distinguishes between the two, saying that cooperation occurs when two or 
more individuals or organizations agree to work together on a project with no 
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expectations of further benefits. A successful partnership begins with clear, goal-
directed communication. Both museum and school leaders must identify common 
educational goals, and express how those goals work together for effective and 
desirable outcomes (Berry, 1998; Huber, 2009; Johnson, 2009; Sheppard, 1993; 
Talboy, 1996). The partnership must include a commitment to administrative 
support as well as teacher interest, in order to achieve the ultimate aim of 
establishing museums as integral components in the total educational experience 
(Sheppard, 1993; Stone, 1993). Teachers plan out-of-school visits with their 
classes to settings they believe will complement and enhance their students’ 
understandings of aspects of the world that may connect to the classroom-based 
curriculum (Anderson et al. 2006). 
 Institute of Museum and Library Service (IMLS) promoted museum-school 
collaboration and found that successful collaborative relationship is based on the 
following 12 conditions (Liu, 2002) 
1. Commitment of administrators 
2. Participation of teachers 
3. Understanding needs 
4. Common vision 
5. Different organizational culture 
6. Planning and evaluation 
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7. Enough resources 
8. Clearly define the role and responsibility for each other 
9. Promote the dialogue and open communication among collaborative 
partners 
10. Provide the real benefits for school teachers 
11. By flexibility, creation and experiment to encourage the best potential 
12. Participation of parents and community 
To meet these 12 conditions for program success, museum leaders must 
demonstrate a willingness to refocus from a museum-centered mission to an 
actual, dynamic museum-school partnership. This level of collaboration may 
require a shift in attitude and actions in order to shape a sustainable partnership. 
These 12 conditions facilitate an overall strategy for educational collaboration 
(IMS(IMLS), 1996). 
Conclusion 
The publication of Museums for a New Century (1984) and Excellence and 
Equity: Education and the Public Dimensions of Museums (1992) has influenced 
the museum field.  Museums have increasingly placed education at the center of 
their role as public service providers, viewing education as fundamental to their 
mission. By being aware of this, museum and school partnerships have proven to 
be a good way to encourage effective learning. 
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Hicks (1996) has stated that museum learning and school learning are 
different, but the two settings are complementary. For this reason, collaboration 
between museums and schools is increasingly desirable as museums seek to 
extend their educational programming (IMS (IMLS), 1996). Further research is 
needed to create strong models of successful museum-school partnerships that 
make the best use of both learning patterns. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
Due to the fact that this study focuses on exploring relationship and 
partnership systems within the greater context of arts education trends, a 
qualitative approach has been taken. Three exploratory case studies are used to 
gather information on the relationships in collaborative art education programs in 
Shanghai. There are several examples of the use of case methodology in the 
literature regarding museum-school collaborations (King, 1998; Berry, 1998; 
Black, 2005). 
I delimited this study to three art museums in Shanghai: Shanghai 
Museum, Shanghai Art Museum and Himalayas Art Museum. Due to the limited 
time and accessibility to museum administrators, two art teachers from schools 
that visited the Shanghai Museum, and one administrator from the Himalayas Art 
Museum were interviewed.  In addition, a number of middle and elementary 
school students were given a survey to explore why and how they obtain art 
education at a museum.  The specific museums selected were ones that have made 
an effort to build their education program in recent years. They have more 
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collaboration with local schools and express the desire to cultivate more school 
students to their educational activities. 
In order to discover effective and practical strategies for collaboration 
between three museums and schools, the case studies characterized specific 
relationships. Exploratory case studies were used to gather in-depth information on 
the specific museum-school relationships in collaborative arts education programs 
in order to better understand teachers’ roles and begin the groundwork for future 
investigation into this area. 
 
Research Questions 
Three case studies are used to gather in-depth information in order to find 
effective and practical strategies for museum educators and elementary schools in 
Shanghai. After the literature review was completed, two main questions were 
explored: 1) How do museums and schools collaborate in educational programs? 
2) How might students and teachers benefit from the museum experience? From 
this original path of inquiry, the following several sub-questions were considered: 
1) What is the current situation of the three museum’ educational programs? 2) 
What are the art education programs provided by museums to local schools? 3) In 
what ways are students being educated about art at museums and how or why do 
they explore museums? 4) What kind of services do teachers want from museums? 
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5) How can museums incorporate the teachers’ ideas into their programs? 6) How 
can museums and schools undertake a successful integration of the field trip into 
the curriculum? 7) What should administrators do to perform and manage art 
education collaborations between museums and public schools? These questions 
allowed multifaceted information discovery through qualitative research, and 
contributed to developing a model of museum-school partnerships. 
 
Research approach 
This paper made use of multiple methods of research. The qualitative 
method used included open-ended conversations with teachers and administrators.   
To ensure that the research was corresponding, I use the same method for each 
participant. The interviews lasted 50-60 minutes depending on the length of 
responses. Follow-up questions clarified the responses in some cases. The use of 
interviews and document analysis yielded data that was collected and analyzed in 
the winter and spring of 2012. The interviews and the frequency of similar 
personal descriptions aided in analysis of existing problems and making final 
conclusions.  The above process provided a guide for generalizing results. 
A more quantitative approach was also employed by distributing 
questionnaires to middle and elementary school students during the 2011 summer 
and 2012 winter holiday. Questions were mainly single-choice and multiple-
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choice. The participating students came from various middle and elementary 
schools in Shanghai.  
In addition to interviews and surveys, I, the researcher, observed various 
museum-art education classes and programs geared to middle school and 
elementary students.  Some of these observational findings are reported in the case 
study and the analysis. Reviews of literature and other document analysis were 
employed to provide additional substantiated evidence.       
 
Limitations 
The purposive sampling procedure decreases the generalization of findings. 
Since this research was limited to three art museums in Shanghai, the findings 
cannot be generalized to all other museum-school relationships there. 
 
Expectations 
The outcome of this research is intended to show ways that collaboration 
between art museums and schools in Shanghai can be enhanced to give students a 
better experience. Additionally, the purpose of this research is to provide useful 
suggestions for the museums’ educational programs as well as be beneficial for 
both art teachers and museum educators. It may interest other administrators in the 
elementary and middle schools in Shanghai and the museum education field as 
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well. Also, hopefully this study will open dialogue and awareness about 
collaboration between museums and schools generally, and elementary and middle 
schools in particular. 
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STUDY ON THE STATUS OF MUSEUM-SCHOOL COLLABORATION ART 
EDUCATION IN SHANGHAI, CHINA 
 
 
Status of Shanghai Museum’s Educational activities 
I. Overview of educational activities  
Shanghai Museum is an art museum favored by a growing number of 
students and teachers due to its diverse educational and practical activities. The 
museum’s educational activities for students fall into three categories: “visit 
navigation,” a compilation of popular reading materials to help students have a 
better visit; “experience and cultural activities,” including special lectures for 
students and programs during holidays; and “thinking and exploration,” ranging 
from cultural articles to summer cultural camp. Educational activities for teachers 
fall into two categories: “creation of teaching material,” such as cultural capsules 
and popular reading materials, and “courses and activities,” including teacher 
seminars and lectures (Shanghai Museum 2010, 6).  
Holiday craft activities, belonging to the second category of student 
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activities – experience and cultural activities – are a major feature of the Shanghai 
Museum. Crafts mainly include clay and jade fabrication, jade cicada carving, 
Chinese zodiac engraving, rabbit lamp production, interesting batiks making, and 
calligraphy. 
Personnel from the Shanghai Museum Educational Department have 
developed various craft activities to correspond with special exhibitions in the 
museum. These activities can help students observe cultural relics presented in 
various exhibition rooms in-depth and understand traditional Chinese culture. 
These activities are not just for practice and fun; each craft activity represents a 
unique artistic skill in China.  
The museum has also adopted the approach of “Culture Capsules” to go 
outside of the museum and expand education. The capsules’ contents include book 
readings, video materials, course slides, lesson plans, auxiliary materials, and 
references. In 2010, the museum made culture capsules for “Chinese Seasonal 
Festivals” and “Chinese Jade Culture.” (Shanghai Museum 2010, 12).2 
In September 2007, the Shanghai Museum also established “Teacher 
Membership” in its Friends of Shanghai Museum organization. At present, there 
are more than 5000 members with “Teacher Membership.” Members have a 
membership card to visit the museum, can visit various special exhibitions for free, 
and receive free quarterly activity information for a whole year (Shanghai 
                                                        
2 Shanghai Museum, Museum and school education seminal materials, Shanghai, 2008, p12 
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Museum 2010, 6-12)3. 
Shanghai Museum volunteers use their spare time to serve the public. They 
come from all walks of life and there are no age restrictions. Volunteer work 
includes providing introductions in the exhibition rooms and assisting the 
educational department in activity planning. The volunteers are first interviewed 
and then receive training after passing the interview. They can only be appointed 
to a job after taking one year’s training. Each volunteer should work at least twice 
every month. 
II. Questionnaires on museum education for middle and elementary schools 
To investigate the development of Shanghai Museum holiday arts 
education, questionnaires were given to middle and elementary school students 
during the 2011 summer and 2012 winter holiday. Questions were mainly single-
choice and multiple-choice. The participating students came from various middle 
and elementary schools in Shanghai.  
i. Questionnaire during the 2011 summer holiday activities 
The first questionnaire was conducted regarding summer holiday activities. 
Seventy-one questionnaires were issued and 71 were completed, with a response 
rate of 100%. The students mainly came from various middle and elementary 
schools in Shanghai. Through statistical analysis of the questionnaire the following 
                                                        
3 Shanghai Museum, Museum and school education seminal materials, Shanghai, 2008, p6-12 
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results were obtained. 
1. Investigation of the degree of museum-school cooperation (Questions 1-2) 
Forty-three percent of students reported that they came to Shanghai 
Museum five times or more every year, 39% chose 2–4 times, and 7% and 11% 
chose 1 time and 0 times, respectively. When asked about the duration of their stay 
in the museum, 44% of students chose 2–3 hours, and 27%, 23%, and 6% chose 
less than 2 hours, 3–5 hours, and more than 5 hours, respectively.  
Nearly half of the students chose to visit the Shanghai Museum more than 
5 times a year and to stay for a long period. This attendance rate is fairly high for 
middle school and elementary school students with heavy schoolwork. In the last 2 
to 3 years, there has been a growing tendency for middle school and elementary 
school students to visit the Shanghai Museum in general.  
 
43%	  
39%	  
7%	   11%	  
How	  many	  @mes	  do	  you	  go	  Shanghai	  Museum	  every	  
year?	  	  
5	  Rmes	  or	  more	  
2-­‐4	  Rmes	  
1	  Rme	  
0	  Rmes	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2. Investigation of participation in museum-school combination activities 
(Questions 3 and 4) 
Summer holiday craft activities are one form of museum-school 
collaboration. Twenty-eight percent of the students were participating in these 
activities for the first time and 28% for the second time, while 18%, 6%, and 20% 
were participating for the third, fourth, and fifth time, respectively. For more than 
half of the students, it was their first or second time participating in these 
activities. 
Collaborations between the Shanghai Museum and local schools vary and 
include tour visits, special lectures, and activities during the holidays, and summer 
cultural camps; however, the above data suggests students went to the museum 
mainly to see exhibitions and rarely to participate in activities.  Seventy-four 
percent of the students learned about the summer holiday activities through school, 
family members, or friends, while none found out about the activities from a 
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newspaper or magazine. Students obtained information from a single approach. 
Because they have heavy school workloads, students do not have much time to 
read newspapers or magazines, and they mainly obtain information about the 
museum from their teachers and friends. Due to various limitations, including time 
constraints and personal conditions, teachers cannot pay close attention to various 
museum activities and they often cannot deliver information about related museum 
activities to the students in time. Family members and friends might also be 
restricted and fail to effectively deliver information about museum activities. 
Therefore, the museum needs to expand and diversify its publicity approaches. 
Developing network resources and increasing media interaction are effective ways 
of promoting museum-school collaboration. 
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3. Investigation of student motivation to participate in museum-school 
collaboration activities (Questions 5 and 6) 
Fifty-two percent of students participated in the given activity with their 
classmates. When asked the main reason for participating in the activity, 51% of 
students chose to increase knowledge and learn about traditional Chinese culture. 
Twenty-seven percent, 35%, and 44% of the students chose out of interest, 
entertainment, and to cultivate artistic taste, respectively. Students participated in 
the museum activities mainly to enrich themselves, which is a good phenomenon.  
There are rich and diverse museum-school collaboration activities at the 
Shanghai Museum. Both the school and museum should grasp the students’ points 
of interest and develop holiday activities that reflect the museum’s features. The 
museum urgently needs to consider how to make these activities truly effective, 
meet students’ needs, and keep pace with the development of school art education. 
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On the other hand, most students visit the museum with their friends. 
Communication and cooperation with peers will definitely create a new 
atmosphere for museum-school cooperation. 
 
 
4. Investigation of students’ feedback on museum-school combination activities 
content (Questions 7 and 9) 
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Sixty-five percent of students reported that more than 80% of their 
expectations were satisfied, and 30% and 5% students chose 60% to 80% and 
below 60%, respectively. More than half of the students (62%) found the teachers’ 
lectures interesting.  
The Shanghai Museum has made many efforts in recent years regarding 
museum-school collaboration. The Educational Department has realized that art 
education should be about both form and content. In addition to maintaining 
systematic knowledge as an important criterion in education evaluation, 
motivation of interest should be prioritized. Moreover, efforts should be made to 
guide students to find problems and then solve these problems by themselves. The 
questionnaires demonstrate that the museum has obtained significant 
achievements; however, content creativity needs further improvement and 66% of 
the students found activity content average. Students will choose to participate in 
museum-school collaboration activities only if both form and content motivate 
them. Museum education differs from school art education due to specific factors; 
therefore, the museum needs to develop special activities that appeal to multiple 
perspectives to encourage students to visit the museum and participate in its 
activities. 
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5. Investigation of the form of museum-school combination activities (Questions 
10–12) 
Twenty-seven percent of the students indicated that they needed a teacher’s 
instructions, 56% said they only needed a little, and 8% and 4% of students 
expressed that they did not care or did not need instruction, respectively. Eighty-
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three percent of students hoped the duration of the activity could be between 1 and 
2 hours, 13% hoped it could be less than 1 hour, and 3% of students would have 
liked more than 2 hours. These results show that beneficial exploration of the form 
of the activities may encourage more students to embrace museum education. 
Currently, the craft teachers play the roles of guide and assistant and leave most of 
the classroom time, generally between 1 and 2 hours, for students to practice. The 
museum educators and schools’ art teachers need to explore how to combine 
lectures, visits, craft activities, and videos with school art education to benefit each 
other. 
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When asked which factors influenced their decision to visit a museum, 
more than half of the students indicated museum type and exhibition theme as 
their major criteria. Hands-on exhibits and rich educational activities were ranked 
slightly lower and the museum’s reputation and its dining were not emphasized. 
Various factors, including exhibition themes and rich educational activities, are 
thus indispensable for encouraging more students to visit the museum during their 
spare time. Museum-school collaboration art education should be well 
implemented and it is necessary to develop educational manuals and plans that 
correspond with special exhibitions. 
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i. Questionnaire survey during the winter holiday activities 
Sixty questionnaires were issued during 2012 winter holiday activities; 60 
were completed, with a response rate of 100%. Among the participating students, 
42 were aged 14–18 (middle school students) and 18 were aged 7–11 (elementary 
school students); 42 were girls and 18 were boys. The questionnaire was mainly 
designed in accordance with the winter holiday craft activities. The students filled 
out the questionnaire after finishing the craft activities. The results are as follows. 
1. Degree of student utilization of museum resources (Question 1 of the 
Questionnaire Survey) 
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When asked “How many times do you go to Shanghai Museum every 
year?”, Sixty percent of the students chose 1 to 2 times every year, 20% chose 5 
times or more, 10% chose 0, and 5% chose 3 to 4 times. The results indicate a 
significant increase of museum resource utilization by students in recent years as 
schools gradually realize the museum’s promotion of art education.  
 
2. Frequency of student participation in craft activities (Questions 2 and 4 of the 
Questionnaire) 
Sixty of the students indicated it was their first time participating, and none 
chose 5 times or more. When asked how they found out about the winter holiday 
activities held by the museum, 65% of the students reported through their schools 
or leaflets. No students chose media such as websites, newspapers, or magazines. 
Students also had limited knowledge about the Shanghai Museum’s craft 
activities. Before winter and summer holidays every year, the Shanghai Museum 
issues notices to various middle and elementary schools to encourage student 
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participation; however, if some schools have not received the notice, the students 
will not know about the activities. 
 
 
3. Reason for student participation in craft activities (Question 5 of the 
Questionnaire) 
Forty-five percent of students chose to participate in a craft activity to learn 
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about traditional Chinese culture and another 45% participated for entertainment, 
indicating that students emphasized knowledge of traditional Chinese culture and 
entertainment equally during their visits to Shanghai Museum. 
 
4. Craft activity content (Question 7 of the Questionnaire) 
When asked “What do you think of the content of this activity?,” Sixty 
percent of students felt the given activity was rich in content and 25% reported the 
content was too simple. These responses show that several activities did not have 
explicit age requirements as both middle school and elementary school students 
participated. For example, in the Chinese painting activity, there should be 
different requirements. Elementary students could be guided to experience ink 
painting, while middle school students could be encouraged to express things they 
like through ink painting, and high school students could be creative in ink 
painting. 
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5. Investigation of the process of craft activities 
The duration of the craft activities is generally 90 minutes. During the 
activity, the volunteer teacher (carefully picked from various disciplines, not 
limited to arts) gives a half-hour speech with PowerPoint and the students 
complete the craft for the remaining hour. Unfortunately, the teaching method is 
relatively fixed and some knowledge points are too specialized to attract the 
students’ attention. Improvements need to be made regarding teaching methods 
and instructing students about the ancient arts with high specialization. There 
should also be interaction between the teacher and students in the museum 
classroom. The museum’s role in art education will become a mere formality if the 
lack of communication between the teacher and students remains and students 
only visit exhibitions and participate in crafts. 
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III. Interview of middle school and elementary school teachers 
In December 2011, 4 art teachers from 4 elementary and middle schools, 
including Baotong Elementary School in the Huangpu District of Shanghai, 
Zhonghua Road 3rd Elementary School in Huangpu District, and Wenlai Middle 
School in Minhang District (junior high school), were interviewed. The results 
were as follows: 
Question Elementary 
School 
Teacher A 
Elementary 
School 
Teacher B 
Middle 
School 
Teacher C 
Middle 
School 
Teacher D 
How many times do you 
visit the museum every 
year? 
2–3 times 4 times or 
more  
3 times  Once 
How do you get 
information about 
museum exhibitions? 
When I pass 
by 
I am a 
member 
Through the 
internet and 
friends 
Media 
Have you taken your 
students to visit the 
museum? 
No No Yes Yes 
Have you taken your 
students to participate in 
the museum’s 
educational activities? 
No No No No 
Have you heard of the 
term “museum 
education”? 
Yes  No Yes No 
Have you mentioned any 
information about 
museum exhibitions to 
your students in the 
classroom? 
Occasionally Occasionally Seldom Seldom 
In your opinion, what 
actions can the museum 
take to increase 
interaction between 
yourself and the 
museum? 
The museum 
can contact 
us through 
multiple 
approaches 
to notify us 
about 
The museum 
can provide 
some 
popularizatio
n visit 
navigation 
manual and 
Provide 
some 
audiovisual 
media and 
computer 
media to 
assist our 
Establish a 
conversatio
n platform 
between the 
teachers 
and artists, 
and provide 
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information of 
exhibitions 
and activities. 
audiovisual 
media. 
classroom 
teaching. 
more 
introduction 
and 
popularizati
on of arts 
works. 
Figure 3- Interview results of 4 art teachers 
Although only four art teachers were interviewed, the results can shed light 
on the current situation of museum-school collaborated art education in Shanghai. 
Compared to middle school art teachers, the elementary school art teachers visited 
the museum more frequently. The middle school teachers received information 
about museum exhibitions from the internet and had taken their students to visit 
the museum before. However, neither the elementary school teachers nor the 
middle school teachers took their students to participate in the museum’s 
educational activities and they had not mentioned information about museum 
exhibitions in the classroom. Both the elementary school teachers and middle 
school teachers hoped that the museum could provide a popular tour manual to 
introduce the museum’s artworks. At present, both the teachers and the museum 
have intentions for interaction but there are few connections between them. The 
elementary school teachers and middle school teachers hoped that the museum 
could provide more materials, such as audio and videos. They visited the museum 
frequently, but did not know much about “museum education” and they seldom 
participated.  
Teachers play an important role in museum education. Teacher 
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participation and publicity is necessary for implementing museum-school 
collaboration art education. If the teachers realize the importance of museum 
education and utilize museum resources, the students may visit the museum under 
the teachers’ influence and see the museum as a second classroom. Moreover, the 
museum should also involve teacher input when planning educational activities. 
 
Status of Shanghai Art Museum  
I. Overview of educational activities 
The Shanghai Art Museum is a non-profit public art museum and is one of 
the first art museums to develop educational activities, having established its 
Educational Department in 1999. The museum’s Shanghai Bienniale4 has become 
a famous brand of cultural activities evoking intense response and deep impact and 
attracting many artists and art enthusiasts. To help teachers and students have an 
in-depth knowledge of the museum’s exhibits, the Educational Department has 
developed a series of Biennale educational promotion activities, including art 
seminars during the Shanghai Biennale and a website combining specialization 
and interaction that encourage teachers and students to visit the museum for a 
unique aesthetic experience. Through individual interviews, it can be found that 
                                                        
4 The Shanghai Bienniale is the highest-profile contemporary art event in the city and the most 
established art biennale in China. Aside from its main museum show, it also includes talks, lectures 
and installations in various venues throughout the city. 
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various types of artistic works expanded students’ recognition of the arts and 
created unforgettable memories. 
In the past two to three years, the Shanghai Art Museum Educational 
Department has made many efforts to systematically plan and arrange educational 
activities. Actual activities include the following: 
ii. Management of the “Friends of Shanghai Art Museum” 
“Friends of Shanghai Art Museum,” an organization for art lovers, aims 
to promote museum educational activities, bring the public closer to the arts, and 
make the arts part of public life. Specific educational work divides into three parts: 
 
1. Promotions and Management of the “Friendship Card” 
The Shanghai Art Museum “Friendship Card” divides into seven categories 
specific to different targets: “international friendship card,” “VIP card,” “family 
card,” “teachers card,” “students card,” “special groups card,” and “youth 
volunteer card.” Each category of friendship card allows the holder to enjoy 
different benefits. Participants choose their cards according to their needs. 
 
2. Compilation of Friends of Shanghai Art Museum Magazine   
The Friends of Shanghai Art Museum magazine is freely issued to 
friendship card holders at regular intervals. Certain quantities of the periodical are 
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available to visitors for free at the service center.  
3. “Art Museum Afternoon Tea” Series Activities  
This series of activities brings art lovers together to discuss art and museum 
activities. It is a good platform for art lovers to exchange thoughts and improve 
their artistic nourishment. 
ii. “Shanghai Art Lesson” activities 
 “Shanghai Art Lesson” is a long-term educational project at the Shanghai 
Art Museum. In the first half of 2006, the museum held an “Art Lesson Special 
Activity for Children’s Day” involving around 200 youths of different ages. 
Activities included “Let Me Paint” (an on-site drawing activity), “Let Me 
Decorate” (a family floristry competition), and “Let Me Design” (environmental-
friendly innovative manufacturing), as well as field-based sketching. Several 
famous painters formed an experts’ team to direct children in drawing and to 
answer art-related questions from the children and their parents. These activities 
achieved positive social effects and response. 
iii. Inviting the children of peasant workers to visit the Shanghai Art Museum 
 This charity activity introduces the children of peasant workers to how to 
visit an art museum by exploring the origin of comic strips and other works 
children are interested in. Artists also help the children draw simple comics, which 
receives warm welcome from the children.  
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iv. Large-scale tie-dyeing innovation exhibition   
The tie-dyeing exhibition involves prior making, on-site assembly, and 
works exhibition. In the first stage, three groups of teachers, students, and parents 
organize and visit a field-based making exhibition that forms a hierarchical 
relation in age and organizational formats. It adopts double-layered transparent 
organic glass with corresponding sizes to nip the tie-dyeing components with four 
corners using stainless steel rivet for fastening as a designing unit. Frame members 
are used to match each unit to form a large-scaled planar work.  
II. Detailed case and analysis of museum cooperation   
On September 28, 2011, the Shanghai Art Museum provided a “traveling art 
museum” where educational staff visited the Pujiang Primary School5, a school for 
the children of peasant workers. Museum staff visiting schools is a method of 
integration that greatly benefits both the schools and museum. Museum staff can 
educate teachers and students by bringing along written promotional materials and 
exhibition information. 
i. Cooperation motives  
Initiated by the Shanghai Art Museum, the flowing art museum represents 
a hope that art museum resources can be shared with more and more schools for 
                                                        
5 Parents of Pujiang Primary School students are mostly workers who came to Shanghai to scratch 
out a living. Due to their workloads, these parents often find little time to develop their children’s 
arts education. 
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peasant workers so that special care is given to minority groups. The Shanghai Art 
Museum used this activity to help students learn more about the museum’s 
exhibitions and to promote artistic knowledge. 
ii. Activity targets  
Two classes in the fourth and fifth grades were chosen to participate in the 
museum’s one hour activities. Students in other classes watched through a TV in 
the classrooms. Each student received a Friend of Shanghai Art Museum brochure 
so that they could have a general understanding of the museum.  
iii. Brief introduction of school-museum collaboration  
The flowing art museum activity had two stages: museum educational staff 
first visited the school for promotions and then some classes visited the exhibitions 
at the Shanghai Art Museum. Prior to the activity, educational staff made a brief 
introduction. Afterwards, Gao Qian, the director of the Education Department, 
introduced information about the museum’s history, collected works, and current 
exhibitions. Finally, detailed directions for appreciating artwork were given. 
Students were then able to ask the education staff questions. Some students 
consulted on difficulties using paint and washing brushes, some asked about types 
of art at the museum, and some expressed unlimited curiosity about art. The 
students’ love of and curiosity about art was apparent during this question period. 
Their questions also indicated their expectations regarding the museum’s 
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resources. When asked how many times they had visited the Shanghai Art 
Museum, none of the students raised their hands. When asked whether they liked 
art, every child raised his or her hand. 
The second stage was arranged on October 19, wherein students from five 
Pujiang Primary School classes visited the Shanghai Art Museum. Prior to the 
visit, education department staff briefly explained matters requiring attention and 
the teachers directed their students on how to appreciate artwork. Before the 
students’ trip, the primary school principal told us that the students were from 22 
provinces and cities across the country; their habitual differences were large, their 
learning foundations were weak, and most did not know basic arithmetic in the 
first grade. This flowing art museum opportunity was precious. Cooperation 
between the school and the museum could greatly help students. Cooperation can 
not only widen students’ vision but also enhance teachers’ teaching. The primary 
school principal hoped that the Shanghai Art Museum would bring more artistic 
information to the students and teachers to enrich their extracurricular hours.  
iv. Gains of school-museum cooperation 
Through the flowing art museum, students not only learned some artistic 
terms but also developed new interests in the art museum’s resources. This activity 
not only inspired their enthusiasm for the art museum’s educational activities but 
also helped them learn how to appreciate art, thus promoting artistic education. 
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Students would expect the earlier arrival of the visit next time on hearing the 
introduction on Shanghai Art Museum. Moreover, the students hoped they would 
have more opportunities to visit the museum. Likewise, teachers at the Pujiang 
Primary School developed more profound understanding of the museum’s works 
and exhibitions. The question period also helped the art teachers learn more about 
students’ interests, providing new perspectives and views for future art lessons.  
 
Profile of Himalayas Art Museum 
I. Profile of educational activities  
The Himalayas Art Museum, an exhibition platform for modern art, is 
located in Zhengda Damuzhi Square, Pudong, Shanghai. Many large-scale 
exhibitions, including “Japanese-Korean New Media Arts Exhibition,” “Asian 
Traffic—Modern Arts Exhibition,” and “Individual Exhibition of Yang Fudong,” 
have been held in the museum and attract extensive attention both at home and 
abroad.  
The museum pays particular attention to network promotion and 
development of online educational resources. Being novel in design and vivid in 
color, the museum has its own blog where the latest information about exhibitions 
and activities is frequently updated. Its blog links to other artistic educational 
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institutions and bloggers can leave messages about their views on exhibitions. 
Further, the museum’s volunteer team includes a large number of high school and 
college students. 
The museum’s educational activities include:  
i. Seminars and discussions  
The art museum invites artists, curators, and scholars in relevant fields to 
hold various public seminars and series lectures on specific themes to provide 
audiences with further understanding of domestic and overseas modern art in 
society. Through unique analysis and expert explanation, the audiences’ general 
artistic views are broadened. The museum has held many lectures, including 
“Movie and China’s Landscape Paintings of Yang Fudong,” “Series Lectures on 
‘Zhou San’s Arts,”’ “Dialogue with Schemers,” “Figure Designing,” and 
“Comprehensive Art Education.”  
ii. Workshops for children  
The Himalayas Art Museum provides workshops for children that help 
them explore the artistic elements and compositions of ongoing exhibitions. These 
workshops teach children to use various elements, such as paper, cloth, knitting 
wool, leaves, buttons, stones, and various drawing tools, and their imaginations for 
drawings and crafts. For example, during the 2011 summer holiday, the 
educational department created a 5-day “create a world” workshop. Children aged 
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6 to 11 made finished goods, including a “world of wizard,” “world of candies,” 
and “wonders of weapons,” using their own ideas and utilizing comprehensive 
materials. Each day, educators showed the children pictures of art and handmade 
demonstration for half an hour and then the children made their own creations 
while listening to joyful music. During this process, the children’s joy and self-
confidence were gradually built up. Parents expressed that they hoped the museum 
would continue hosting similar activities.  
iii. Family activities  
Children and parents visiting the Himalayas Art Museum can work 
together on such artistic experience projects as “All Paint,” “Picture Book 
Direction and Creation,” “All Doing Silk Yarn Work,” and so on. On weekends, 
visitors often see many children, accompanied by parents, viewing the art museum 
exhibition hall and finishing research reports. In the artistic classroom, children 
and parents can watch cartoons together and children can pick brushes to realize 
their artistic dreams.  
iv. Art Teachers Club  
“Club of art teachers” connects art teachers with the Himalayas Art 
Museum and provides rich modern art resources to art teachers in middle schools, 
primary schools, colleges, and universities. This club has an open membership and 
holds seminars and artistic experience activities at irregular intervals in line with 
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the exhibition schedule so that the museum’s counterparts in the field (teachers) 
can exchange ideas and promote art education. Member teachers can freely visit 
exhibitions under the professional guidance of the art museum staff. Teachers can 
also submit pieces of writing for publication. Moreover, teachers can work with 
educational staff to design artistic educational activities that meet students’ 
demands.   
II. Case analysis of activities at the Himalayas Art Museum  
On January 18, 2012, the Himalayas Art Museum hosted “Rural Silkworm 
in Fairy Tale,” a drama workshop activity. This activity was co-curated by 
Shanghai Theatre Academy students and teachers and the museum’s educational 
department. Students from a Shanghai school for peasant workers were invited to 
participate and divided into lower and higher grades. First, the two groups of 
students visited “Individual Exhibition of Liang Shaoji.” Students in higher grades 
then went to the art room for the dramatic performance of “birth of silkworms.” 
Students in lower grades entered a workshop for raising silkworms under the 
direction of teachers. The teachers guided the students to observe the silkworms’ 
changing experience. Afterwards, a children’s drama unfolded in another 
exhibition hall. Four students formed one group and sat back to back without tools 
or dialogues. They held hands and imagined themselves as silkworm babies 
stripping off cocoons and emerging as butterflies. The students then stood up and 
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formed different circles that represented silkworms according to size. Students 
enjoyed their role-playing creations. In the artistic education room, a group of 
older children made smaller dramas with loud discussions. After their shows were 
over, the students in lower grades went to the artistic education room to watch the 
higher grade students perform. Finally, the Shanghai Theatre Academy students 
and teachers contributed melodious music. 
The drama workshop integrated music, literature, shows, and art to inspire 
the children’s imagination and creativity through rich body language application. 
The workshop’s activities helped the children learn how to model characters and 
play roles, thereby enhancing their response to and memory of events and their 
communication and cooperation capacities.  
In the United States, youth drama is generally believed to nurture youths’ 
spiritual growth and aesthetic appreciation. The children participating in the 
Himalayas Art Museum workshop appreciated each other in their free 
performance. Both the children and teachers present were influenced by art. When 
the activities were over, many students were still unwilling to part and indicated 
their eagerness to attend another drama workshop.  
III. Interview with Himalayas Art Museum educational staff member Liu Lin6 
Himalayas Art Museum educational department has made many efforts in 
                                                        
6 Himalayas Art Museum educational staff member who has developed and implemented 
28 educational activities until this interview 
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recent years towards enhancing contact with schools. They encourage and invite 
schools to come to the Museum for free visits. Also, they are building an 
outstanding team of volunteers to aid the activity of incorporating school and 
museum. Other than those, they enhance their degree of promotion by arranging 
specialized educational staff to be responsible for email, phone, network, and other 
means to issue the information. From the interview, it can be found that the major 
problem in planning educational activities is innovation and diversification. The 
biggest problem facing museum-school collaboration is blocked information. They 
mainly promote their exhibitions and activities via their website, blog, Sina 
microblog, relevant website forums, and emails. Their blog provide plenty 
information about diversified and rich educational activities such as workshops 
and Family Day. Lately, they have developed the blog of club for arts teachers. Its 
goal is that such a platform can provide art teachers opportunities for improving 
themselves, associating with good friends, and enjoying privileges. Also, there are 
challenges that facing them, such as how to constantly launch new activities, how 
to communicate and negotiate with others, how to direct people to be interested in 
art, how to teach people ways of appreciating art, how to create art, and how to 
connect public welfare with art public education. 
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ART EDUCATION PROBLEMS AND COUNTERMEASURES FOR 
MUSEUM-SCHOOL COLLABORATION 
 
 
Existing Problems 
I. The problem summary  
In recent years, with changes in cultural values and increasing public 
attention to culture, the educational function has played a significant role in the 
operation of art museums in China. Based on the successful reform of school 
courses and smooth promotion of quality-oriented education, art museum 
education promotes the development of art education in schools based on its 
unique advantages. Therefore, research on museum-school collaboration art 
education has become an important topic. To promote better cooperation and 
closer connections between schools and art museums, it is necessary to study 
problems in the current cooperation. The preceding sections of this paper analyze 
museum-school collaboration art education in the Shanghai Museum, Shanghai 
Art Museum, and Himalayas Art Museum. The existing problems are listed below.  
First, teachers and students lack interactivity with the museums during 
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their visits. As explained in the Chapter II case analysis, when students visit 
museums, they have just a brief visit or glance. It is very difficult for them to 
understand the content, artistic language, and artistic characteristics of the works. 
There are no worksheets or activity targets and requirements. Moreover, teachers 
just play the role of keeping order and most of the teachers are also seeing the art 
for the first time. Generally, museum educators just give a brief introduction about 
the art to the students before the visit; however, due to the size of the groups or the 
strange environment in the art museum, the students cannot completely 
comprehend those brief introductions.  
Secondly, art teachers play a passive role in the cooperation of museums 
and schools. Contact approaches between art teachers and art museums are 
relatively simple. In most cases, when Shanghai museums plan educational 
activities, the education department negotiates and discusses internally or the 
education department discusses with other departments, but art teachers are 
seldom invited to participate. Moreover, most art teachers know little about 
educational activities in the museums, so it is impossible for them to ask students 
to participate in museum activities. However, museums in Europe and the United 
States place more importance on interaction between teachers and museums. They 
not only invite teachers to design courses and set teaching goals together, but also 
establish forums for teachers on their websites. Only through such inclusion will 
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teachers become participators.  
Thirdly, the art museums’ educational methods in the abovementioned 
cases are relatively simple. After the educators explain the exhibition or activity, 
the students visit the exhibition or complete the activity. During the explanation, 
the language used is often too professional for students to understand and the 
process tends to be more about cramming in knowledge than learning. Moreover, 
the available resources in the museum cannot be used fully. Regarding audio 
guides, there are no commentaries aimed at different ages. The descriptions of 
artwork cover many aspects, including aesthetics, philosophy, literature, and 
history, which are very difficult for younger students to understand. The 
curriculum system lacks specific teaching procedures and teaching assessments. 
The indefinite teaching objectives easily bring about emphasis on course formality 
and excessive focus on knowledge. 
Fourthly, Shanghai art museum websites are imperfect. Generally, visitors 
can obtain information about museums’ recent exhibitions and upcoming 
exhibitions or some academic art criticism articles. Art education content is not 
rich and provides no clear explanations of museum resources. Moreover, the 
educational activities update slowly. Some art museums in Taiwan, however, have 
specially created children-oriented website sections, including historical games, 
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Cosplay7 activities, and videos. These museums use all their resources to promote 
their art education programs. 
Fifthly, there are few relationships between art museums and schools, and 
their individual resources cannot be shared. Art museums in Shanghai are confined 
to the people and resources in their own museums when planning educational 
activities. Each museum has its own members and its own activity resources for 
when schools visit. If the educators from every museum could hold a joint 
seminar, have periodical discussions about curriculum planning, and share 
resources, then more teachers and students may be involved with the museums.  
Sixth, the schools and museums have not placed importance on educational 
evaluation and the evaluation system is insufficient. Most of the museums do not 
prepare for study proposals and there are no follow-up investigations. Interviews, 
questionnaires, and telephone interviews are seldom completed. Moreover, art 
teachers do not provide a timely summary after their students return to their 
schools. Field trips to art museums thus cannot achieve their educational goals.  
II. The cause of the problems 
First, educational organizations and schools have a limited understanding 
of art museums. When participating in teaching research activities, teachers always 
learn more about professional skills for teaching art, but art museum education 
                                                        
7 Short for "costume play", is a type of performance art in which participants don costumes and 
accessories to represent a specific character or idea. 
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skills are hardly involved. In teaching materials for art, art museum exhibitions 
and educational activities are rarely mentioned. Due to expenditure and time 
constraints, teachers seldom communicate with art museums. Art museums 
understand even less about current teaching methods and the difficulties schools 
are facing, and planned activities are created by internal members. Thus, a non-
targeted situation occurs. Some senior students think the art museum activities are 
oversimplified and some junior students think the activities are too difficult.  
Secondly, due to the nature of the museums and specialty limitations, 
educators prefer to design courses from the perspective of culture, history, and 
aesthetic theory. Currently, the professional backgrounds of art museum educators 
in Shanghai include history, Chinese, archaeology, art theory, and cultural relics; 
personnel majoring in education are rare. In addition, preliminary investigations 
for planning educational activities are not accurate. Some art museums constantly 
pursue various forms of activities and there is insufficient time for communicating 
with teachers and students. The teaching objectives and procedures thus lack 
careful consideration. 
Thirdly, school principals and teachers have not placed importance on art 
museum education and have not recognized that art museum education may 
promote art education in their schools. Most people consider art museums as 
places where people see exhibitions. Museums seldom actively connect with 
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school curricula and art teachers rarely mention art museum exhibitions. The art 
museums are isolated and fail to provide resources for teachers to utilize. At 
present, regardless of size, museums in European and American countries have 
established closer relationships with schools. Furthermore, American museums see 
the public relationship as the key emphasis in the work of the entire museum. 
Fourthly, museums are not aware of the importance of website 
construction. According to a social survey, people will surf the internet for at least 
two hours every day.  
Suggestions for Improvement 
Addressing the existing problems of museum-school collaboration art 
education in Shanghai, the following countermeasures are proposed. 
First, teachers should integrate art museum education courses into the 
scope of their teaching and researching activities so as to increase interaction 
between art museums and local schools. Teachers should complete advanced study 
of art museum education courses and develop their own understanding of relevant 
knowledge to make better use of art museum resources and pass information to 
their students more efficiently. When further education institutes in each district 
organize their art teachers, they should offer art museum education courses. 
Teachers will complete courses by attending both theory learning and practice 
sessions. On the practical side, art teachers will lead students to visit exhibitions or 
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take part in art museum educational activities during summer and winter holidays. 
Further, education institutes in each district should invite art museum educators or 
artists to give lectures and integrate the lectures into one of the components for 
teachers’ study credits. The education bureau and/or schools should select 
outstanding art teachers to collaborate with art museums to develop course plans 
for students in middle and primary schools. Art museums should also increase 
publicity for “the friends of art museums” and encourage more teachers to become 
members or volunteers. 
Secondly, art museums should set definite educational objectives and 
establish featured course series. Clear educational objectives can promote 
students’ recognition of course content. Completed course programs can make 
subsequent evaluation more directed so as to highlight characteristics and attract 
more teachers and students to participate in activities. Art museum education can 
thus borrow methods from art education in schools. It is essential to determine the 
three-dimensional goals from three domains in each course module, including 
cognition, skill, and emotion, and to use various teaching methods, such as the 
demonstration method, dialogistical method, and situational method (Li, 2007). 
Meanwhile, it is necessary to invite more art teachers to teach in the art museums, 
hold a teaching forum with volunteer teachers who can raise and discuss questions, 
and establish teacher clubs, aimed at teachers who will teach in the art museums, 
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that periodically discuss teaching experiences, existing problems, and possible 
solutions.  
Thirdly, art museums should intensify efforts in website construction and 
development. Their websites should increase interaction between museums and 
schools and art museum members, etc. The museums should update recent lecture 
and educational activity information regularly. The art museums can expand their 
influence by introducing new sections, such as interactive games and online 
exhibitions. In addition, art museum activity plans could be uploaded to the 
internet and art teachers could download free resources.  
Fourth, the museums should establish evaluation groups and periodically 
make improvements to their activities. Evaluation personnel should set a schedule, 
create corresponding evaluation forms, and complete questionnaires and 
interviews with students and/or teachers at the start of, during, and at the 
completion of activities. For instance, it is necessary to encourage teachers and 
students during the activity to complete self-evaluation and mutual evaluation. 
After the activity ends, a callback survey by sampling and email can be performed. 
Some students and/or teachers’ works should also be uploaded to the museums’ 
websites and users should vote for outstanding works. 
Fifth, schools should offer art museum education courses and art museums 
should strengthen their bonds. To prepare students for walking into the art 
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museums, schools should offer optional courses on art appreciation and use art 
museum resources as research topics and lessons. At the art festival each semester, 
it is essential to organize student visits to art museums and encourage students to 
express their experiences through various art forms after visiting. To encourage 
more teachers and students to visit and make use of art museum resources, the art 
museums should strengthen their cooperation and hold periodical seminars with 
the museums’ educators to promote outstanding educational activity cases, share 
resources, and disseminate educational activity information from each art museum 
among members or volunteers.  
  In conclusion, with the gradual implementation of the above mentioned 
countermeasures, museum-school collaboration art education will have great 
developments and bright prospects.  
The Prospect of Museum-School Collaboration Art Education  
I. Learning styles are diversified and school courses will collaborate with art 
museum exhibitions  
 
With increasing recognition of the importance of art education, schools will 
pay closer attention to the progress of art museum educational activities. The art 
museum has become another place to go to after the library on weekends. Teachers 
and students can not only appreciate exhibitions, but can also participate in many 
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educational activities, including lectures, tutorials, manual practice, and outdoor 
investigation. Schools will establish closer connections with art museums and the 
contents of art museums will account for a significant portion of art education 
resources. More and more teachers will make full use of art museum resources for 
auxiliary learning and ask students to learn more about relevant subjects in the art 
museums, including history, Chinese, science and technology, and music.   
II. Develop network resources and take the art museum back home 
To encourage more teachers and students to receive an art museum 
education, art museums should make greater efforts in website construction and 
develop rich educational resources online. For teachers and students who have no 
time to visit an art museum, the internet will undoubtedly offer more convenience. 
Teachers and students could click on art museum websites and watch guided 
videos of exhibits and experts’ lectures, download games, and leave messages on 
forums. Meanwhile, they could register for art museum courses. Moreover, they 
could get information about art trends, click on topics of interest, download 
materials and activity manuals, and travel in a virtual art museum without leaving 
home.   
 III. The virtual art museum joins the school  
There are rich art resources and many artists in Shanghai with varying 
voices and perspectives. From large art museums to small art galleries, there are 
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different exhibitions open to residents year-round. All kinds of art forms impact 
and supplement Shanghai’s regional cultures and infuse vitality into art education 
in schools. Students who are in a rich, versatile, and flexible environment will no 
longer be satisfied with the art forms introduced by teachers. Teachers will have to 
borrow replicated exhibits, books, and teaching aids from the art museums. 
Students will visit art museums as one of their compulsory credits. Art museum 
personnel will make periodical role changes with art teachers. Some art teachers 
will periodically walk into art museums to provide suggestions for educational 
activities; some art museum personnel will walk into schools to give art lessons.  
   In conclusion, with the accelerating process of the international 
metropolis, more schools will accept the advantages of museum-school 
collaboration art education. Museum-school collaboration art education in 
Shanghai should continue to progress with hopefully real success.  
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Appendix A—Survey Copy	  
	  
The Questionnaire of Summer Vocation Activities in Shanghai Museum 
 
In 2011, the summer vocation activities in Shanghai Museum started. In 
order to enrich our activities and make the students better participate in our 
activities, please help us complete this questionnaire.  
 
Age:                                     Gender:  
 
Educational Background:   
A. Elementary school or below 
B. Middle school 
C. High school 
D. Undergraduate 
E. Postgraduate and above 
 
Today, the activity items you participate in are: 
 
1. How many times you will go to Shanghai Museum every year  
A. 0 time 
B. 1 time 
C. 2-4 times 
D. 5 times or more 
 
2. How much time do you stay during your visit in the museum? 
A. Less than 2 hours 
B. 2~3 hours 
C. 3~5 hours 
D. More than 5 hours 
 
3. How many times have you participated in such summer vocation activity? 
A. Once 
B. Twice 
C. 3 times 
D. 4 times 
E. 5 times or more 
4. How did you get the information of this summer vocation activity? 
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(Multiple choice)  
A. Website of Shanghai Museum 
B.  During visit the museum 
C.  Newspapers or magazines 
D. Leaflet 
E. School 
F. Family member or friends 
G. Others (please explain) 
 
5.  Who will take part in this activity with you together? 
A. Classmates 
B. Family members and friends 
C. School groups 
D. By yourself 
 
6.  What is the main reason for you to participate in this activity today? 
A. Out of interest 
B. For entertainment 
C. Cultivate artistic taste 
D. Self enrichment 
E.  To learn about traditional Chinese culture 
F. To accompany family 
G. Others (please specify) 
 
7.  To what percentages do today's activity meet your expectations? 
A. Above 80% 
B. 60%-80% 
C. Below 60% 
 
8.  In your opinion, how about the contents of this activity? 
A. Too difficult 
B. A little difficult 
C. Average 
D. Too simple 
 
9.  What do you think about the teacher’s lecture? 
A. Too difficult 
B. A little difficult 
C. Average  
D. Very interesting 
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E. Too simple 
 
10.  Do you need the teacher’s instructions? 
A. Very much   
B. A little  
C. Doesn’t matter  
D. No 
 
11.  How long do you like this activity to last? 
A. Less than 1 hour 
B.  1~2 hours 
C. More than 2 hours 
 
12.  What is your major concern when you decide to visit a museum?  
A. Service quality 
B. Museum reputation  
C. Museum type  
D. Exhibition theme 
E. Dining 
F. Rich educational activities 
G. Convenience of transportation 
H. Hands-on exhibits 
 
13.  All the themes of summer vocation activities held by this museum are 
listed as below; please make a choice according to the level of your interest to 
participate. (Single choice) 
              
 Very interested  Average Not interested  
Jade is made from soft clay    
Interesting ink rubbing    
Repair the tri-colored glazed pottery 
of Tang Dynasty 
   
Wooden movable type printing     
Manual rice paper production     
Watermark letter    
Random dyeing     
Imprinting Chinese zodiac sign    
Artistic paper-cutting    
Learn how to draw Beijing opera 
facial masks  
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Ancient modeling research studio     
Handwriting research studio     
 
 
14.  All the types of the vocation activities held by this museum are listed as 
below; please make a choice according to the level of your interest to 
participate. (Single choice) 
 
 Very interested  Average  Not interested  
Expert tour    
Hands-on activities in summer 
vocation  
   
Movie appreciation     
The public lecture    
“Future archaeologists” study 
class 
   
Culture investigation (such as: 
investigation on Shanxi ancient 
architectures) 
   
Summer camp    
 
15.  In the future, would you like to participate in some summer vocation 
activities that are held by Shanghai Museum? 
A. Yes. Reason:  
B. No. Reason:  
 
16.  Do you think what kind of activities the museum should be held in 
future?   What is your suggestion on the activities held by this museum? 
 
 
 
 
The Questionnaire of Winter Vocation Activities in Shanghai Museum 
 
In early 2012, the winter vocation activities in Shanghai Museum started. In 
order to enrich our activities and make the students better participate in our 
activities,  please help us complete this questionnaire.  
 
School:  
Age:                                Gender:  
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Today, the activity items you participate in are: 
 
 
1. How many times do you go to Shanghai Museum every year? 
A. 0 time 
B. 1-2 times 
C. 3-4 times 
D. 5 times and more 
 
2.  How many times have you participate in winter holiday activities? 
A. 1 time 
B. 2 times 
C. 3 times 
D. 4 times 
E. 5 times and more 
 
3.  How did you get the information of this winter vocation activity? (Multiple 
choice)  
A. Shanghai Museum website  
B. During visit in the museum 
C. Newspapers or magazines 
D. Leaflet 
E. School 
F. Family or friends 
G. Others (please explain) 
 
4.  Who will take part in this activity with you together? 
A. Classmate 
B. Family members and friends 
C. School groups 
 
5.  What is the main reason for you to participate in this activity today? 
(Multiple choice)  
A. Self enrichment 
B. For entertainment 
C. Out of interest 
D. Cultivate artistic taste 
E. To learn about traditional Chinese culture 
F. To accompany family 
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G. Others 
 
6.  How would you feel the activity that you participate in today? 
A. Very satisfied 
B. Satisfied 
C. General 
D. Dissatisfied 
E. Very dissatisfied 
 
7. What do you think of the content of this activity? 
A. Rich 
B. Too difficult 
C. A little bit difficult 
D. Average 
E. Too simple 
 
8. How long do you like this activity to last? 
A. Less than 1 hour 
B. 1 to 2 hours 
C. More than 2 hours 
 
9.  Are you satisfied with the instructions from the voluntary teachers?  
A. Very satisfied 
B. Satisfied 
C. Average 
D. Dissatisfied 
E. Very dissatisfied 
 
10.   Do you need the instructions from the voluntary teachers? 
A. Yes   
B. A little bit 
C. Doesn’t matter 
D. No 
E. Others (please specify) 
 
11.  Are you satisfied with the facilities in activity room? 
A. Very satisfied 
B. Satisfied 
C. Average 
D. Dissatisfied 
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E. Very dissatisfied 
 
12. All the themes of winter vocation activities held by this museum are listed 
as below; please make a choice according to the level of your interest to 
participate. (Single choice) 
 
 Very interested  Average  Not interested  
Imprinting Chinese zodiac sign    
Artistic collage    
Colored lantern production     
New Year’s paintings production     
Jade is made from soft clay    
Carve Jade cicada     
Rabbit lamp production     
Artistic dyeing     
Interesting ink rubbing    
Experience Chinese painting     
Make Chinese dumplings     
Wood engraving production     
             
13.  All the types of the vocation activities held by this museum are listed as 
below; please make a choice according to the level of your interest to 
participate. (Single choice) 
 
 Very interested  Average  Not interested  
Special exhibition activity     
Manual activity at Spring festival     
Movie appreciation     
The public lecture    
 
14.  Will you participate in some winter vocation activities, which are held by 
Shanghai Museum in the future? 
A. Yes, I will. 
B. Maybe  
C. No, I don’t. 
D. Have no idea.  
 
 
15.  Which exhibition in Shanghai Museum is the most interested for you? 
(You can choose more than one) 
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1 Chinese Ancient Bronze 
2 Chinese Ancient sculpture 
3 Chinese Ancient ceramics 
4 Chinese paintings in the past dynasties 
5 Chinese seals in the past dynasties 
6 Chinese handwriting in the past dynasties 
7 Chinese Ancient jade ware 
8 Chinese furniture in Ming and Qing Dynasties 
9 Chinese handicrafts made by Minorities 
10 Chinese currency in th e past dynasties 
                
16.  Do you think what kind of activities the museum should held in the 
future? And what is your suggestion on the activities held by this museum? 
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Appendix B— Interview with Himalayas Art Museum educational staff 
member Liu Lin	  
Interviewee: Liu Lin (Himalayas Art Museum educational staff member who has 
developed and implemented 28 educational activities)  
Interviewer: Xin Hui     
Date: January 24, 2012  
Xin Hui: In the past two years, with the gradual improvement in reputation of 
Himalayas Art Museum, would you like to talk about efforts your educational 
departments have made towards enhancing contact with schools? 
Liu Lin: Well, we mainly do the following efforts: 1) In terms of team guidance, 
for example, we invite schools to come over for a visit; 2) Our team oftentimes 
holds seminars to discuss matters of educational planning scheming; 3) We would 
carry out seminar or workshop activities; 4) We would try building an outstanding 
team of volunteers to aid the activity of incorporating school and museum. Other 
than those, we also enhance our degree of promotion by arranging specialized 
educational staff to be responsible for email, phone, network, and other means to 
issue the information. 
Xin Hui: During the process of planning educational activities, what are your 
major difficulties facing you? Please talk about the biggest problem at present that 
challenges museum-school collaboration from your perspective. 
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Liu Lin: The major problem in planning activities is innovation and 
diversification, and, in particular, we should make different plans specific to 
different age groups. I think the biggest problem facing museum-school 
collaboration is blocked information. Many schools do not know or pay attention 
to the fact that they can carry out activities with art museums. Well, some theme 
activities are better. On the other hand, safety and expense issues would face teams 
that come over to join the activities and they are the same issues for us to go to 
schools to carry out activities.  
Xin Hui: To involve more middle school and primary school students in joining 
the educational activities of your museum, what means do you mainly use for 
promotion? What age group do your educational activities mainly orient to?  
Liu Lin: Well, we mainly promote via our website, Sina microblog, relevant 
website forums, and emails. The activities are mainly specific to students in senior 
class of kindergarten to students in grade three of middle school. Students from 
senior high school who come over to join us are few.  
Xin Hui: I have been paying constant attention to your blog and have learnt about 
many diversified and rich educational activities such as workshops and Family 
Day. Lately, you have developed the blog of club for arts teachers. Would you 
please talk about its status quo of implementation and your causes? Oh, one more 
question, which group joins your activities more often: students group or teachers 
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group?  
Liu Lin: Well, actually, we have had this blog for a long time. Our goal is that 
such a platform can provide art teachers opportunities for improving themselves, 
associating with good friends, and enjoying privileges. But due to imperfect 
relevant plans and service specifications, it is not extensively promoted and 
activities in the club are not numerous, so there are not many teachers who come 
over to join it. Most teachers would come over for a visit as leading a team or as 
watching and learning. So, the students group accounts for a larger proportion.  
Xin Hui: As an educational staff in a non-profit organization, what challenges 
does this job offer to you? 
Liu Lin: Well, it offers to me many challenges. For example, I am faced with how 
to constantly launch new activities, how to communicate and negotiate with 
others, how to direct people to be interested in art, how to teach people ways of 
appreciating art, how to create art, and how to connect public welfare with art 
public education.  
 
 
 
